ELM is a collection of research and information databases for Minnesota residents.
Britannica Learning Zone  Pre-K-2
Interactive learning modules for pre-kindergarten through grade 2 includes drawing, reading, games, and geographical exploration

Explora Kids  K-5
Contains elementary school-appropriate magazines, encyclopedias, dictionaries, and images

Kids InfoBits  K-5
Articles from magazines, newspapers, and reference books on animals, famous people, science, countries and states, and more

Britannica School  K-12
Gives teachers and students at all levels access to four encyclopedias that ensure consistency with classroom topics and age-appropriate content

LearningExpress Library  4-12
Interactive collection of practice tests, tutorials, and ebooks including Job & Career Accelerator and Computer Skills Center

Research In Context  6-8
A middle school-appropriate database of reference works, biographies, magazine and journal articles, primary source documents, and multimedia

CAMIO®  6-12
Online collection of works of art from around the world

Explora Teens  6-12
Contains middle and high school-appropriate magazine, journal, and encyclopedia articles and also includes primary source documents, reference books, and multimedia

Gale Virtual Reference Library  6-12
Collection of 25 online reference books and encyclopedias covering topics from art to history to medicine

Minnesota Reflections  6-12
Thousands of images and documents from cultural heritage organizations throughout Minnesota

Points of View Reference Center  6-12
Contains essays that present multiple sides of current issues

Science Reference Center  6-12
Science encyclopedias, reference books, periodicals, and other sources covering numerous science topics for middle and high school students

Student Resources In Context  6-12
A high school-appropriate database of reference works, biographies, essays, overviews, primary works, images, and periodical articles
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